










 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Advanced SAS 
Interview Questions 

Review these typical interview questions and think about how you would 
answer them. Read the answers listed; you will find best possible answers 

along with strategies and suggestions. 
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PROC SQL 
 

 

 

1: When PROC SQL is recommended over SAS DATA steps?

Answer:  

For bulk operations, PROC SQL Joins are considered be er 
performing than the DATA step Merge. This is because the joins 
do not require the data to be sorted based on the keys whereas the 
merge requires it to be sorted. But a data step merge is be er 
when you need to access the observations one by one. PROC SQL 
lets you filter, modify and apply formats to the variables easily. 
You can create macro-variables and subset the data using PROC 
SQL. 

2: Can you subset using both WHERE and IF statements based 
on a newly derived variable?



Answer:  

No. For subse ing based on a newly derived variable only IF 
statement can be used. If you use WHERE, it will give an error. 
But you can use a newly created variable to subset along with 
WHERE.  

 

3: How would you compare two tables with PROC SQL? 

Answer:  

The set operator EXCEPT is used to compare two tables in PROC 
SQL. When you use it with two different tables, it returns all rows 
from the first table which are not there in the second table. 
Example, 

Proc SQL; 

Select * from Empfile; 

EXCEPT 

Select * from Mgrfile; 

quit; 

This will return all records from Empfile that are not in the Mgrfile.

 

4: How does %LOCAL and %GLOBAL differ? 

Answer:  

%LOCAL is used to create a local macro variable which will be 
accessible to the current macro till it completes execution. Such 
variables will not be available outside the macro. %GLOBAL is 
used to create a global macro variable which will be accessible 
throughout a session across the macros. It will not be accessible 
once the session ends. 



5: How PROC SQL differs from other PROC statements in SAS? 

Answer:  

Proc SQL is totally different from the usual SAS Procedures in the 
following ways: 

a) SAS procedures require a RUN statement while PROC SQL 
does not require it. All PROC SQL statements are RUN 
automatically.  

b) PROC SQL will RUN even after a step is submi ed. So, you 
need to exclusively submit the data step or proc step or issue 
a quit statement to stop the procedure. This is not required 
in data step.  

c) PROC SQL consists of many statements that allows clauses 
whereas the SAS procedures do not have this option.  

Example.: PROC SQL which contains 3 
statements, PROC SQL, SELECT and QUIT. The SELECT 
statement contains select, FROM, WHERE and ORDER BY 
clauses. 

proc sql; 

select AuthType, SlNum, AuthorName 

from mylib.table1 

where SlNum < 25000  

order by AuthType; 

quit; 

 

6: Suppose you are generating a report from the Data Set 
exam.questionset1 using PROC SQL. You wish to display the 

How do 
you write the query to modify the report?



Answer:  

The following program generates a report from exam.questionset1 
using PROC SQL. The column named author is assigned an alias 
writer in the report using the keyword AS. Column alias will 
appear as column heading in the output. 

proc sql; 

select type, slno, author as writer 

from exam.questionset1; 

quit; 

7: While generating a report using PROC SQL, how do you sort 
the rows in descending order of any particular column? 

Answer:  

The ORDER BY clause is used in the SELECT statement of PROC 
SQL to sort the rows in the output according to the values of a 
particular column. By default, ORDER BY clause sorts the rows in 
the ascending order. The rows can be sorted in the descending 
order of any column by specifying the keyword, desc, after the 
column name. 

Example.: The following program selects type, slno and author for 
all the rows having slno less than 30000. In the output, the rows 
are sorted according to the descending values of slno. 

proc sql; 

select type, slno, author 

from exam.questionset1 

where slno <30000 

order by slno desc;

quit;



8:  

Answer:  

SAS Data Set name to a column name. This is done mostly in those 
situations where you need to select the data from two Data Sets 
and the two Data Sets have the same named columns. If you want 
to include one of the same named columns, then you will have to 
prefix the name of the Data Set from which you wish to take the 
column to the column name in the query. 

Example: The following PROC SQL query joins two Data Sets 
exam.set1 and exam.set2. Both the Data Sets contain the same 
column slno. So, to indicate the Data Set from which the value of 
slno is to be read, the name of the Data Set is prefixed to the 
column name in the SELECT clause. This is referred to as 

 

proc sql; 

select type, set1.slno,author 

from exam.set1, exam.set2 

where set1.slno=set2.slno 

order by slno; 

quit; 

 

9: Is there any way to display all the column names from a Data 
Set without mentioning the names of the columns? 

Answer:  

Yes, an asterisk(*) can be used in the SELECT clause to display all 
the columns in a Data Set. 

Example: The following program selects all the columns from the 



Data Set exam.questionset1.  

proc sql; 

select * 

from exam.questionset1 

quit; 

10: What is the significance of FEEDBACK option? 

Answer:  

The FEEDBACK option is a debugging tool which helps us to see 
what is being submi ed to the processor. When asterisk (*) is used 
with SELECT clause, FEEDBACK option is used in the PROC SQL 
statement, which in turn writes the list of column names to SAS 
log. 

Example: In the following program FEEDBACK option is used in 
the PROC SQL statement. This causes a detailed list of column 
names (type, slno and author) to be wri en to SAS log. 

proc sql feedback; 

select * 

from exam.questionset1 

quit; 

11: While using PROC SQL, how do you limit the number of 
rows which is displayed in the output? 

Answer:  

The OUTOBS= option can be used in the PROC SQL statement to 
limit the number of rows displayed. OUTOBS= option is similar to 
OBS= Data Set option.

Example: The following program selects type, slno and author for all 



the rows having slno less than 30000. In the output, the rows are 
sorted according to the descending values of slno. Only 10 rows 
are displayed in the output as OUTOBS=10 is added to the PROC 
SQL statement. 

proc sql outobs=10; 

select type, slno, author 

from exam.questionset1 

where slno<30000  

order by slno desc; 

quit; 

 

12: Which keyword is used to eliminate the rows containing 
duplicate values while using PROC SQL? 

Answer:  

The DISTINCT keyword can be used in the SELECT statement to 
remove the rows that contain duplicate values. The DISTINCT 
keyword applies to all the columns mentioned in the SELECT 
statement. 

Example: The following program selects type, slno and author from 
the Data Set exam.questionset1. Use of DISTINCT keyword 
removes the rows containing duplicate values. 

proc sql ; 

select distinct type, slno, author 

from exam.questionset1 

order by slno; 

quit;



13: Explain BETWEEN-AND operator with example. 

Answer:  

The BETWEEN-AND operator is used to select rows based on a 
range of numeric or character values. 

Example: The following program displays all the rows whose slno 
is between 3000 and 4000. 

proc sql ; 

select * 

from exam.questionset1 

where slno between 3000 and 4000; 

quit; 

14: Explain the significance of CONTAINS operator. 

Answer:  

The CONTAINS operator is used to select the rows in which a 
character column includes a particular string. 

Example: The following program displays all the rows in which 
type . 

proc sql ; 

select * 

from exam.questionset1 

 

quit; 

15: How does IN operator function when used with PROC SQL?

Answer: 

The IN operator is used to select those rows which match with one 



value among a fixed list of values. The fixed list can contain either 
numeric or character values. The list of values is enclosed in 
parenthesis. 

Example: The following program displays all the rows for which 
type   . 
Also, the character values in the list are enclosed in quotation 
marks. 

proc sql ; 

select * 

from exam.questionset1 

 

quit; 

 

16: Which operator is used with PROC SQL to retrieve those 
rows for which a particular column has missing values? 

Answer:  

The IS MISSING operator can be used to select the rows for which 
particular column has missing values. 

Example: Suppose you need to check if there are any rows for 
which the column type contains missing values then the following 
program can be used. This displays all the rows for which the type 
column contains missing values. 

proc sql ; 

select * 

from exam.questionset1 

where type is missing;

quit;



17: Is there any other operator which can be used in the place of 
IS MISSING operator? 

Answer:  

The IS NULL operator can be used to select the rows for which 
particular column has missing values. So IS NULL operator also 
can be used in the place of IS MISSING operator. 

Example: Suppose you need to check if there are any rows for 
which the column type contains missing values then the following 
program can be used. This displays all the rows for which the type 
column contains missing values. 

proc sql ; 

select * 

from exam.questionset1 

where type is null; 

quit; 

Also, if you know the data type of a column, you can use a 
comparison operator to check for the rows which contain missing 
values. 

Example: The following program also selects those rows for which 
the type column contains missing values. Since type is a character 
column, a blank is used in the quotation to represent the missing 
values. 

proc sql ; 

select * 

from exam.questionset1 

quit;



18: Explain the purpose of using the wild card operator 
underscore (_) with LIKE operator in PROC SQL. 

Answer:  

The LIKE operator is used to select the rows which have values 
that match with specific pa ern of characters. The wild card 
operator underscore (_) is used to represent a single character 
value. 

Example: The following program returns all those rows, whose 
author column contains values which start with T, end with M and 
which have a character in between. This program will return rows 
in which author column contains values like Tom, Tim, Tam etc. 

proc sql ; 

select * 

from exam.questionset1 

where author like  

quit; 

 

19: Explain the purpose of using the wild card operator percent 
(%) with LIKE operator in PROC SQL. 

Answer:  

The LIKE operator is used to select the rows which have values 
that match with specific pa ern of characters. The wild card 
operator percent (%) is used to represent any number of character 
values. 

Example: The following program returns all those rows, whose city 
column contains values which start with S, end with E and which 
have any number of characters in between. This program will 
return rows in which city column contains values like Sunnyvale, 
Susanville, Springville, San Jose etc.



proc sql ; 

select * 

from exam.questionset1 

 

quit; 

20: Explain the functionality of SOUNDS-LIKE (=*)operator. 

Answer:  

The SOUNDS-LIKE (=*) operator is used to select the rows which 
have values that sound like another value you specify. The 
SOUNDS-LIKE operator uses SOUNDEX algorithm to compare 
the values of a column with the words specified. 

Example: The following program returns all those rows; whose 
author column contains values that sound like Justin. This query 
returns the rows whose author column contains values like Justin, 
Jestin, Jesstin etc. 

proc sql ; 

select * 

from exam.questionset1 

 

quit; 

21: Is it possible to define a new column after performing a 
calculation using SELECT clause? 

Answer:  

Yes, it is possible to define a new column after performing a 
calculation in SELECT clause. Example: The following program 
selects type, slno from the Data Set exam.questionset1. This also 



creates a new column, marks, by taking the sum of three columns, 
marksphy, markschem and marksbio. 

proc sql ; 

select type, slno, marksphy+markschem+marksbio as marks,  

from exam.questionset1; 

quit; 

 

22: How do you reference a column in the WHERE clause, whose 
value is calculated in the SELECT clause of the same PROC SQL 
query? 

Answer:  

While using those columns in the WHERE clause whose values 
are computed in the SELECT clause of the same PROC SQL query, 
it is always necessary to specify the keyword CALCULATED. The 
absence of the keyword CALCULATED will generate an error 
message in the SAS log. 

Example: The following program selects type, slno from the Data 
Set exam.questionset1. This also creates a new column, marks, by 
taking the sum of three columns, marksphy, markschem and 
marksbio. This displays those rows where the value of marks is 
greater than 80. Also, while using the calculated column marks in 
the WHERE clause, it is necessary to use the keyword 
CALCULATED. 

proc sql ; 

select type, slno, marksphy+markschem+marksbio as marks,  

from exam.questionset1 

where calculated marks > 80;

quit;



23: How do you specify a label for a column in the PROC SQL 
query? 

Answer: 

The Data Set options LABEL= can be used after the column name 
in the SELECT clause to label the column. By default, PROC SQL 
uses the labels which are already stored in the Data Set. The use of 
LABEL= option overrides the default label. 

Example: The following program selects type, slno and author from 
the Data Set exam.questionset1. The LABEL= option has been used 

Writer  

proc sql ; 

 

from exam.questionset1 

order by slno; 

quit; 

24: How do you specify a format for a calculated column in the 
PROC SQL query? 

Answer:  

The Data Set options FORMAT= can be used after the column 
name in the SELECT clause to apply format for the column. By 
default, PROC SQL uses the formats which are already stored in 
the Data Set for the columns present in the Data Set. 

Example: The following program selects type, slno and author from 
the Data Set exam.questionset1. The SELECT clause adds the values 
of the columns marks1 and marks2 to calculate the value of the 
column, totalmarks. The FORMAT= option has been used to 
specify the format of the column totalmarks.



proc sql ; 

select type, slno, author , marks1+marks2 as totalmarks 
format=comma5.2 

from exam.questionset1 

order by slno; 

quit; 

 

25: How do you specify a title statement with a PROC SQL 
query? 

Answer:  

While specifying the title statements with a PROC SQL query the 
title statements must be placed in either of the following locations:

a) Before the PROC SQL statement 

b) Between the PROC SQL statement and SELECT clause. 

Example: In the following program a title is specified between 
PROC SQL statement and SELECT clause. 

proc sql ; 

 

select type, slno, author , marks1+marks2 as totalmarks 

format=comma5.2 

from exam.questionset1 

order by slno; 

quit; 

OR 

In the following program a title is specified before PROC SQL 
statement.



proc sql ; 

select type, slno, author , marks1+marks2 as totalmarks 
format=comma5.2 

from exam.questionset1 

order by slno; 

quit; 

26: How do you add a column containing character constant to 
the output while using PROC SQL query? 

Answer:  

To add a column containing a character constant to output, you 
need to add the text string in quotation marks in the SELECT 
clause. 

Example: The following program selects type, slno and author from 
the Data Set exam.questionset1. The SELECT clause adds the values 
of the columns marks1 and marks2 to calculate the value of the 
column, totalmarks. The FORMAT= option has been used to 
specify the format of the column totalmarks. Here a text string 

 has been added in the SELECT clause. So, the 
output would contain an additional column between author and 
calculated column. The new column would have the value 

for all the rows. 

proc sql ; 

select type,  

slno, 

author , 

marks1+marks2 format=comma5.2



from exam.questionset1 

order by slno; 

quit; 

 

27: How is a summary function processed when it has a single
argument? 

Answer:  

When a summary function has a single argument, the calculation 
is performed down the column. Some functions like AVG, 
COUNT can be used only with one argument. 

Example: The following program illustrates the use of a summary 
function (AVG) when it has a single argument. Here the PROC 
SQL query calculates the average of all the marks and it displays it 
as Average marks. 

proc sql ; 

select avg(marks) as Average marks 

from exam.questionset1; 

quit; 

 

28: Explain what happens when a summary function specifies 
multiple columns as arguments. 

Answer:  

When a summary function has multiple arguments, the 
calculation is performed across the columns for each row. 

Example: The following program illustrates the use of a summary 
function (SUM) which has multiple arguments. Here the sum of 
the variables marks1, marks2 and marks3 is calculated for each row 
and it is displayed as totalmarks.



proc sql ; 

select sum(marks1, marks2 , marks3) as totalmarks 

from exam.questionset1; 

quit; 

29: How does a PROC SQL process a summary function with a 
GROUP BY clause? 

Answer:  

When PROC SQL processes a summary function which has a 
GROUP BY clause in the same query, it applies the summary 
function to each group specified in the GROUP BY clause. 

Example: The following program illustrates the use of a summary 
function (AVG). Here the summary function AVG is applied to 
each group of the variable type. 

proc sql ; 

select type, avg(marks) as Average marks 

from exam.questionset1 

group by type; 

quit; 

30: How does PROC SQL process a summary function without a 
GROUP BY clause? 

Answer:  

When PROC SQL processes a summary function without a 
GROUP BY clause, it applies the summary function to the entire 
Data Set. Example: The following program illustrates the use of a 
summary function (AVG). Here the summary function AVG is 
applied to the entire Data Set. It calculates the average of the 



variable marks. 

proc sql ; 

select type, avg(marks) as Average marks 

from exam.questionset1; 

quit; 

 

31: How does PROC SQL calculate the output when SELECT 
clause has additional columns listed outside the summary 
function? 

Answer:  

When SELECT clause of a PROC SQL contains columns listed 
outside the summary functions, then it calculates the value of the 
function for the entire Data Set if the GROUP BY clause is absent 
and if the GROUP BY clause is present, it calculates the value for 
each group. It displays all the rows of output with this value 
repeated. 

Example: In the following program there are columns outside the 
summary function in the SELECT clause like the type column. 
Also, there is a GROUP BY clause, so the PROC SQL calculates the 
value of avg(marks) for each group of the variable type. The output 
contains these values repeated for all the rows within each group.

proc sql ; 

select type, avg(marks) as Average marks 

from exam.questionset1; 

group by type; 

quit;




